Multi-view clustering, which exploits multi-view information to improve the clustering performance has attracted much attention in recent years. However, existing methods seldom consider the diverse quality of data points in different views, and assign each data point with the same importance for clustering. This way degrades the clustering performance due to the interference of low quality data points on the learned clustering indicators. In this paper, a novel robust multi-view clustering method with a unified weight learning paradigm is proposed to address this issue. The unified weight learning paradigm adaptively learns the quality of data points and the clustering capability of each view. Specifically, the reconstruction error of each data point in each view is treated as a factor to depict the quality of data point in this view. Afterwards, the clustering capability of each view is captured from the diverse quality of data points in each view. The clustering capability of each view in turn improves the learning process of data quality. An alternating iterative optimization algorithm with theoretical convergence guarantee and complexity analysis is designed to optimize the objective function. Experimental results on real-world benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is a fundamental technique in data mining, computer vision, pattern recognition [1] - [4] , and biomedical information processing [5] - [7] , which is widely used in face recognition [8] - [10] and recommendation [11] . In the past decades, a number of clustering methods have been proposed, e.g., spectral clustering [12] , k-means clustering [13] .
In some real-world applications, the data is usually represented as multiple views which describe different aspects of the data and contain complementary information for each view. For example, a text can be written in different languages; An image can be denoted by different visual features, e.g., SIFT [14] , HOG [15] , LBP [16] and GIST [17] . To effectively cluster this kind of data, multi-view clustering methods [18] - [26] , [26] - [29] which integrate complemen-The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lefei Zhang . tary aspects of multiple views to seek a consensus partition for boosting clustering performance are proposed. Liu et al. [18] proposed a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) based multi-view clustering which searches compatible factorizations across multiple views. Zhang et al. [19] learned a latent representation which is more comprehensive and robust than single view by conducting data reconstruction. The work in [20] constrains data points in each view to keep the same cluster membership by using a co-regularization strategy. Cai et al. [21] proposed a multi-view k-means clustering method to efficiently address large scale data. Cao et al. [22] learned each single view representation, then explored complementary information among the representations by using Hilbert Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) [23] . The work in [26] , proposes a non-negative matrix factorization framework which preserves the locally geometrical structure of multiple data points with multi-manifold regularization. Huang et al. [30] constructed a latent intact space from multiple views instead of conducting clustering on each insufficient single view, and simultaneously capture the similarity of data points from the intact space. In [27] , the structured graph learning and dimensionality reduction are unified to deal with the curse of dimensionality and effectively combine multiple heterogeneous information. In [31] , a unified graph matrix is generated by fusing each single view graph with automatically weight learning, also the clustering final result can be given from the unified graph matrix directly.
Although these previous methods achieve promising performance, we observe that they are restricted with at least one issue: most of existing methods seldom consider the diverse qualities of data points in different views and make each data point share the same importance for clustering, which is not reasonable. For example, when taking photos, the quality of the photos is affected by the light. Under different type of light conditions, the quality of the collected photos is not uniform. Directly clustering the photos with the same sample weights would suppress the clustering performance due to the interference of low quality data points on the learned clustering indicators. In this paper, a novel multi-view clustering method with a unified weight learning paradigm is proposed to address this issue. The proposed method adaptively learns data weights and view weights. For data weights, it weights data points on the basis of the data reconstruction errors; For view weights, it captures the clustering capability of different views from the diverse qualities of data points in different views. In addition, the two types of weights can improve the learning process of each other in the unified weight learning paradigm. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) A novel multi-view clustering method with a unified weight learning paradigm is proposed to overcome the above deficiency.
(2) The weights of the data quality and the clustering capacity of different views are adaptively learned in the unified weight learning paradigm.
(3) An efficient optimization strategy with convergence guarantee and complexity analysis is designed to solve the resultant model. Extensive experiments on various datasets verify the superiority of the proposed method.
Throughout this paper, metrics are denoted by boldface capital letters, while vectors are written as boldface lower case letters. Data points are represented as [X (1) , X (2) , . . . , X (p) , . . .
ij represents the (i, j)th entry of pth view data X (p) , x (p) i and x (p)j denote the ith row and jth column of pth view data X (p) .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A few of the most related works are reviewed in Section II. The details of the proposed method, the optimization algorithm, the complexity and convergence analysis are reported in Section III. Section IV gives the experimental results and discussions. Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we mainly review some of the existing work, including spectral embedding, spectral rotation and its variants, which are most relevant to the proposed method.
A. SPECTRAL EMBEDDING
Give a set of data points x j ∈ d , j ∈ {1, 2 . . . , n}, where d is the dimension of feature, n denotes the number of data points. Spectral clustering first construct a similarity matrix by using a kernel function [32] :
where the parameter σ controls the size of similarity neighborhood. Then, the spectral embedding of original data can be obtained by solving a eigenvalue decomposition problem as follows [33] :
where F ∈ n×k represents the spectral embedding and can be obtained by taking the eigenvectors corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalues of L, k is the number of clusters. L denotes a Laplacian matrix computed by a symmetrically normalized way:
where D is a diagonal matrix with its element d ii = n j=1 s ij . Afterwards, the discrete clustering indicator matrix can be recovered by conducting k-means clustering or spectral rotation on the spectral embedding.
B. MULTIVIEW CLUSTERING VIA ADAPTIVELY WEIGHTED PROCRUSTES
Spectral rotation (SR) is an effective approach to recover the discrete clustering indicator matrix from spectral embedding [34] . The objective function of spectral rotation is formulated as follows:
where Y is the clustering indicator matrix, R denotes the rotation matrix. Recently, numerous spectral rotation based methods have been proposed. Li et al. [35] integrated spectral rotation into spectral hashing objective to get better binary codes. Chen et al. [36] proposed a scalable normalized cut method to deal with large-scale data, and used an improved spectral rotation to get the final clustering results. To address the deficiency of two independent processes (first learning relaxed continuous labels then recovering discrete labels) in most of traditional spectral clustering methods, Yang et al. [37] proposed a spectral clustering scheme by deeply exploring the properties of cluster indicators.
However, Eq.(3) and its variants are hard to recover clustering indicators from multi-view spectral embedding. To deal with this issue, Nie et al. [38] proposed an adaptively weighted procrustes (AWP) approach to recover the discrete indicators of multi-view spectral embedding. In AWP, by taking the diverse clustering capabilities among views into consideration, a adaptive view weight strategy is introduced to recover a optimal clustering indicator matrix. The objective function of AWP is written as follows:
where R (p) is the rotation matrix of pth view spectral embedding F (p) . α i represents the clustering capacity of the pth view, which is based on the optimal solution clustering indicator matrix Y * and rotation matrix R (p) * . The adaptively weighted procrustes (AWP) approach can efficiently explore the clustering capability of different views as well as recover the discrete indicators of spectral embedding. However, it does not consider the diverse qualities among data points, then assigns low quality data with the same view weight, finally degenerates the clustering performance. Differently, by taking the diverse qualities among data points into consideration, we design a unified weight learning paradigm which adaptively allocates weights to data points and views.
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. METHOD
As aforementioned, we aim to explore the quality of data points in each view, then assign each data with suitable weights. In this paper, we treat the reconstruction error of data points in spectral embedding as their qualities. When the reconstruction error of data point in a certain view is smaller, the quality of this data point in this view is higher. The quality of data points can be obtained by solving the following problem:
where ω p i denotes the quality of ith data point in pth view, f Eq.(5) can only obtain the quality of each single data, not depict the clustering capability of each view. Thus, we introduce α p to represent the clustering capability of pth view and form the objective function of the proposed method as follows:
where γ is a parameter controlling the sparsity of view weights.
It is worth noting that in Eq.(4), the proposed method is different from the AWP approach. AWP assigns data points in the same view with the same weight. Differently, the proposed method explore the qualities of data points in different views, making it robust to noises and outliers. Then, by integrating the qualities of data points in different views, the clustering capability can be obtained. Finally, the proposed method can learn a better clustering indicator matrix for multi-view clustering.
B. OPTIMIZATION
In this section, an efficient iterative optimization algorithm is designed to solve the problem of Eq. (6) . We optimize one variable with other variables fixed. Then, the problem of Eq. (6) is transferred into four subproblem: Y-subproblem, R-subproblem, ω-subproblem and α-subproblem.
, ω and α are fixed, Eq.(6) can be rewritten as:
where (b) use Y ∈ Ind, W (p) is a diagonal matrix with the element w
i . Eq.(7) has a close-form solution as follows:
2) R-SUBPROBLEM when Y , ω and α are fixed, Eq.(6) can be rewritten as:
There is a close-form solution [34] of Eq. (9) .
where U (p) and V (p) are the right and left parts of the singular value decomposition
and α are fixed, By taking the derivative of Eq.(6) and set it to zero, ω (p) i can be updated by follows:
and ω are fixed, Eq.(6) can be rewritten as:
Let ξ denote a Lagrangian multiplier for regularizing α 1 = 1. Then the Lagrangian function can be formulated as:
Taking the derivative of the Lagrangian function and set it to zero, we obtain
Since the constraint α 1 = 1, we get
In all, algorithm 1 gives the whole optimization procedure of the proposed method.
Algorithm 1 Robust Multi-View Clustering With a Unified Weight Learning Paradigm
Input: initial label matrix Y , spectral embedding F (p) , threshold ; Output: label matrix Y , rotation metrics R (p) , weight α and ω; Check convergence condition |(obj (t−1) − obj (t) )/obj (t) | < ; 
where (a) holds by transferring the original function into matrix form, W (p) is a diagonal matrix with its element W
is a certain number. Because α p would not be infinitely close to 1 or 0 in practice. Thus, the whole optimization problem is lower-bounded. As a result, the proposed algorithm can be verified to be convergent. This completes the proof. . Finally, the total computational complexity of proposed method is O(mk 2 n + mkn + mk 3 ) for each iteration.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATASETS
We evaluate the proposed method on seven widely used real-world benchmark datasets, including: Handwritten, Yale, Yale_first10, ORL, 3sources, Caltech101-7
and BBCsport. TABLE 1 shows the details of the datasets.
HandWritten [39] : It consists of 2000 handwritten digital images from 0 to 9, and is represented by six different types of features: 76 Fourier coefficients of the character shapes (FOU), 216 profile correlations (FAC), 64 Karhunenlove coefficients (KAR), 240 pixel averages in 2 × 3 windows (PIX), 74 Zernike moment (ZER) and 6 morphological (MOR) features.
Yale/Yale_first10 [40] : They are face recognition datasets which have different facial expressions and forms in each category. Yale dataset consists 165 gray face images belonging to 15 classes; Yale_first10 dataset is comprised of 650 gray face images including 10 classes.
ORL: This dataset contains 40 distinct subjects, each subject consisting 10 images. Three types of features (intensity, LBP and Gabor) are exploited to depict each sample.
3Sources: This dataset is a multi-view text dataset which is derived from three well-known online news sources: BBC, Reuters and Guardian. Caltech101-7 [41] : It is an object recognition dataset which contains 8677 object recognition images belonging to 101 classes. In this experiment, we select 7 widely used categories and 6 different types of features, i,e., Gabor, wavelet moments (WM), GENTRIST, HOG, GIST and LBP features.
BBCSport [42] : This dataset is comprised of 544 sports news derived from the BBC Sport website in 5 different topical areas.
B. COMPARED METHODS
To evaluate the superiority of the proposed method, we compare it with 2 single view clustering algorithms and 6 multiview clustering algorithms:
K -means and spectral Clustering (SC): The two classical clustering approaches are widely used single view baselines.
Parameter-free auto-weighted multiple graph learning: A framework for multiview clustering and semisupervised classification (AMGL) [43] : It extends standard spectral clustering model into multi-view version with an auto-weighted strategy.
Heterogeneous image feature integration via multimodal spectral clustering (MVSC) [44] : It is a multi-view spectral clustering method which combines different features to learn a commonly shared graph Laplacian matrix.
Adaptive structure concept factorization for multiview clustering (MVCF) [45] : It is a concept factorization-based multi-view clustering method which considers the data correlation between views by jointly optimizing the affinity matrix.
Self-weighted multiview clustering with multiple graphs (SwMC) [46] : It uses a self-weighted strategy to learn a common similarity matrix for multi-view clustering.
Multiview clustering via adaptively weighted procrustes (AWP) [38] : It extends spectral rotation into multiview form. Furthermore, a self-weighted procustes is introduced to capture the clustering capability of multiple views. [31] : It fuses multi-view graphs to generate a unfired graph. In turn, the unfired graph boosts the learning process of each single view graph.
GMC: Graph-based Multi-view Clustering (GMC)

C. EXPERIMENT SETTING
To ensure generality of the experiment, for SC, MVSC, SwMC, AWP and the proposed method, we construct similarity matrix of different views by using the probabilistic k-nearest neighbors graph with the the number of nearest neighbors varying in rang 5 : 5 : 50; For GMC, we also search the optimal number of adaptive neighbors in the same range 5 : 5 : 50; For the parameters in MVCF, we set them by following its paper; For the parameter γ in the proposed method, we tune it from −1.5 : 0.3 : −0.6 for all datasets; To suppress the impacts of random initialization in clustering centroids, we run k-means 20 times and report the mean performances for the methods which need k-means to get the final clustering results. In addition, we employ seven widely used evaluation metrics [47] - [50] , including: Precision, Recall, Purity, normalized mutual information (NMI), accuracy (ACC), adjusted rand index (AR), F-score to comprehensively measure the clustering performance. The larger values of these metrics represent better performance.
D. CLUSTERING RESULTS
TABLE 2 reports the clustering results of the compared methods in terms of seven metrics on seven real-world benchmark datasets. We highlight the best results and second best results in bold fonts and under lines, respectively. Through the experimental results, we obtain some observations as follows:
(1) Generally speaking, the clustering results of the proposed method are better then these of comparisons, e.g., the proposed method gets about 3.03, 1.09 and 3.03 percentages higher results than the second performers in terms of ACC, NMI and Purity on Yale dataset, respectively. This clearly indicates the superiority of the proposed method. (2) Compared with AWP approach, the proposed method gets better results. This shows that by considering the qualities of data points among different view and assigning them with distinct weights, the proposed method can recover a better clustering indicator matrix for multi-view clustering task.
(3) AMGL, MVSC and SwMC are three graph based methods which obtain clustering memberships from multiple pre-specified similarity graphs. Compared with them, the proposed method and AWP method get the better results. This demonstrates the effectiveness of spectral rotation.
(4) Compared with GMC method, the proposed method performs better on most of the compared datasets. This verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method. GMC method gets better results on BBCsport dataset, since GMC method learns a adaptive unfired graph for clustering instead of using pre-specified similarity graphs.
(5) K -means and spectral clustering are two strong single view baseline methods. The proposed method performs better and comparably. This indicates that exploiting multi-view information is useful to improve the clustering performance.
E. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND CONVERGENCE STUDY 1) PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed method is related to the pre-specified similarity graphs and parameter γ . To study the parameter sensitivity, we perform experiment with different numbers of neighbors and parameter γ . FIGURE 1, 2 and 3 report the values of ACC, NMI and Purity along with different neighbors and γ on six benchmark datasets. As can be seen from the results, The performance of the proposed method is a little sensitive to the number of graph neighbors, less sensitive to parameter γ . Also, the proposed method can get stable performance in a lager range of parameters.
2) CONVERGENCE STUDY
In previous section, we gives the theoretical convergence analysis of the proposed method. In this section, we perform an experimental study on the convergence speed of the proposed method on six benchmark datasets. FIGURE 4 shows the objective functions values with different number of iterations. As seen from the convergence curves, the values of objective function decrease rapidly and reach stable values in less than about 30 iterations on six datasets. Thus, the proposed method has a strong convergence.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel multi-view clustering method called Robust Multi-view Clustering Method With a Unified Weight Learning Paradigm. It adaptively captures the data quality in each view and the clustering capability of each view. In particular, data quality learning process and clustering capability learning process improve each other in the unified weight learning paradigm. In addition, an alternating iterative optimization algorithm with theoretical convergence guaranteeing and complexity analysis was designed to optimize the objective function of resultant model. Experimental results on various real-world benchmark datasets demonstrated the superiority of the proposed method.
